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I want to delve into each of these categories a bit to give you some thought
processes on how to consider approaching each of them in your own
financial planning. Your needs and plans will be specific to your personal
circumstances, so I will stick with broad ideas for you to think through
rather than trying to offer personalized advice in this context.

Maximizing Corporate Benefit
Plans
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Your employer typically provides a variety of benefits for you across a
range of products. 

Some of these areas include:

Life insurance

Short- and long-term disability insurance

Long-term care insurance

Employee stock purchase plan

Health care savings accounts

Other benefits that run beyond the scope of this book like health
insurance, paid sick leave, maternity and FMLA benefits, vacation
days, flex time, etc.



Let’s start with life insurance, as this (other than health insurance benefits)
is the group benefit most broadly chosen by an employee. A discussion
around how much life insurance to carry usually starts with a question of
how much income you need to provide to your remaining heirs. While there
are many “needs analysis” models, I often start with this line of thinking
regarding income: If you die, I will need a bucket of capital to maintain the
standard of living for your remaining family members, assuming we can
reasonably pull perhaps 4 percent per year from that bucket of capital (the
“4 Percent Rule” is an often-referenced rule of thumb in the financial
planning world with regard to how much you can possibly draw from a
portfolio while remaining financially independent). We will need around
twenty-five times your current income stream in assets to fund that future
stream of income. This is the income stream you would have been
providing for them had you not left us prematurely. 

The math runs like this: If I have a $1 million bucket of capital, I can fund
about $40,000 a year in income. I will have a conversation with you to
develop what that figure is for your own personal circumstances. For
instance, if you make $250,000 a year before taxes, but you are saving
money in your 401(k) and setting money aside for college and other costs,
then you don’t need to fund all of that $250,000 per year once you no longer
have the need to save for these other goals. Perhaps you want to be in a
position to fund $160,000 per year. That would mean we need around $4
million in assets to fund that income stream on a future looking basis. We
would then reduce that $4 million figure by your current investments,
401(k), savings, and so on to come up with an agreed upon figure for how
much life insurance you should carry overall. 

When it comes to “what kind of life insurance” to purchase, personally, I
am not a big fan of “cash value” or “permanent” life 
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insurances products like whole, universal, variable life, etc. I was trained on
these products early in my career, and they carry lots of confusing fees and
internal costs. Most of my clients get to a point where they are financially
independent and no longer need to carry life insurance if they don’t want to,
anyway. There are some “higher end” planning scenarios that do require the
use of permanent life policies, like buy-sell agreements, estate equalization,
estate tax situations, and some charitable funding strategies. I understand
the use of these products and I have clients who use them. For most of my
clients, however, life insurance is a tool to provide funding for the life and
lifestyle they wanted to provide if circumstances took them out of the
equation before they were able to make those dreams come true. Hopefully,
this is a short- to intermediate-term problem that is best solved with a “term
life” product where the length of the policy matches your anticipated needs
while you stay with us and hopefully live to fulfill these goals yourself. We
would much rather have you here and making these dreams come true than
try to fund them without you here. The insurance is, after all, “just in case.”

Group Life Insurance

Group life insurance is an important component in your life insurance
plan, and it is important to understand the benefits and disadvantages of
group life insurance. When you buy group life insurance, you are typically
checking a box once a year to determine how many times your salary you
want in group life insurance benefits. The cost seems reasonably low, and
they don’t ask you any health questions. They don’t ask invasive medical
questions or require a medical exam.
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Now think about this from the life insurance company’s side of the
equation. They don’t get to ask you any health questions, but they have to
provide benefits to you. They have a “known amount at risk,” but they don’t
get to determine what kind of risk you specifically represent. What’s the
one variable there that you don’t control? You don’t control what they’re
charging you in premium. They have to assume some level of “adverse
selection,” which means, they have to assume the guy who has several pre-
existing conditions or comorbidities is going to take the maximum amount
of coverage and they have to calculate that into their premium formula.
Consequently, if you are a healthy, non-smoking adult, typically you can
buy similar or more tailored life insurance on the open market at cheaper
rates than the group life insurance provides (group life insurance companies
know this).

 Often your employer pays for the first one to two times your salary in
group life insurance benefits. They have to impute some income to you for
that premium due to tax laws, but I want you to take advantage of that
benefit—free is free, after all! However, the reality is a) you often can buy
coverage more tailored to your personal needs, and b) you would spend less
overall when you integrate the benefit provided by your company with a
personal policy away from the company. You will want to choose a policy
that matches your personal time horizon based on your own life
circumstances, etc. For instance, if you are carrying a sizable mortgage,
have kids at home (with college on deck), and are thriving in your career,
you would want to integrate the length of your term insurance with the
timeline of when many of those obligations are funded or out of the way. At
a time when your youngest is twelve and you have twenty-two years left on
that thirty-year mortgage, you may want to look at thirty-year term
insurance for the bulk of your coverage. You may want to look at whether
the insurance company allows you to either
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reduce the death benefit and/or has a “conversion” option on the coverage
as well. This would allow you to carry the correct amount of coverage today
(because, let’s face it—if you don’t make it, no one cares what kind of life
insurance you had, it’s all about how much it’s worth to those left behind),
but, as you accumulate other investments and some of your obligations get
paid down or paid off, you can decrease the amount of coverage you are
carrying and decrease your annual premiums as a result. The conversion
feature would allow you to convert a portion of the coverage to some form
of permanent coverage at some point in the future. This often isn’t a high
priority for my clients in the way we use life insurance to plan ahead, but it
warrants consideration.

Long-Term Disability Coverage

Statistically you are more likely to become disabled than die at any age
prior to about age sixty. For this reason, long-term disability insurance is a
really important piece to your financial plan. I have a client who had met
the love of her life. They married, moved out west, and both of them were
thriving in their careers. She was 8 ½ months pregnant when she was in a
car accident that left her permanently impaired, and her career was over
based on the demands of her job relative to her new condition. Thankfully,
between coverage provided by her employer and a personal disability policy
she had in place, they have been able to make up the majority of her income
and retain her family’s financial picture while she has been able to stay
home raising her healthy son. 

Your employer quite often provides long-term disability benefits at no cost
to you. It’s vital to understand these benefits are typically for total
disability. In most cases, there are only limited amounts of 
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benefit tied to partial disability. What this means is, if you are able to go
back to work beyond a certain percentage of the time or making a certain
percentage of your pre-injury income (say, 25 percent), then the company’s
benefits are often either reduced or eliminated. 

The “definition of disability” is another area of concern with disability
coverage. Most contracts carry an “any occupation” definition of disability,
and many do not include an income clause. I am familiar with an attorney
who had a mental breakdown and spent time in a mental facility before
finding his way back to stability. His re-entry into the workforce was
loading snacks into snack machines at barely more than minimum wage. As
soon as he was able to go back to work doing that, his group long-term
disability insurer denied his claim and he had to sue them for the benefits. 

Most group long-term disability plans cover your base salary, but most do
not cover your bonuses, long-term incentives, 401(k) matches, profit-
sharing, or other forms of variable compensation. Furthermore, often they
are capped at $10,000 to $15,000 per month of benefit and, because the
company paid for the premium on the
policy, the benefits paid to you become taxable as income. Imagine you are
hitting your stride in your career and your base compensation is $225,000
and your total compensation is more than $500,000. Imagine you have an
accident or illness that takes you out of commission for a lengthy period of
time and your group long-term disability insurance provides the maximum
$10,000 per month benefit. That benefit is then taxed as income so the
“real” benefit is reduced to $7,000 per month. Your standard of living,
future financial security, and hopes for financial independence could be
significantly reduced.
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Because of the limitations we see in the group long-term disability
marketplace, many companies have begun offering some form of
supplemental plan for executives to “buy up” additional coverage. I advise
you to carefully consider your family’s needs and consider buying that
coverage when it makes sense for your situation. I also encourage you to
review your needs and your personal goals in this area. Purchasing a
personal policy that 1) is not tied to the company, 2) can cover many of the
forms of compensation the company’s plan doesn’t cover, and 3) which you
own and control separate from your employment with the company may
provide stronger coverage in this area of your planning. My client who was
in the car wreck while pregnant had purchased her policy in medical school.
When she and her husband started working with me, they updated the
definition of disability to her current job title and added coverage. Less than
a year later, they needed that policy. Review these coverages every few
years, and don’t be afraid to spend 1 to 3 percent of your annual salary on
insurance coverage to make sure your family’s financial dreams are possible
whether you are the one who is able to make them happen or not.
 

Employee Stock Purchase Plans (ESPP) 

ESPPs can be a lucrative and rewarding way to accumulate equity in your
employer’s stock. Frequently, there are strategic benefits offered by your
employer for you to purchase shares of company stock at a price lower than
the shares are currently trading in the market. When the company is
performing well and the stock is rising, this can be a terrific opportunity to
leverage your relationship with your company to increase your personal
investments and net worth. Be sure to stay informed of the tax laws
associated with purchasing stock in these plans as the tax treatment of gains
is not
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the standard treatment you experience when buying and selling stocks in
your other non-retirement accounts. 

While I have seen a lot of success with clients who use these kinds of plans,
the challenges I have experienced have fallen into two categories: 1)
Structure of the Plan and 2) Diversification for the Client.

 I have a client who worked for a company whose ESPP provided three
“free” shares of stock for every two shares the employee bought. There was
no discount on the stock itself, but buying five shares for the price of two
was just about too good to pass up. 

When this client and I started working together, he was piling as much
money as he possibly could into the plan because five shares for every two
is a 150 percent return on your money right out of the gate. Everyone he
knew at the company was doing the same thing. This all worked awesomely
as long as the stock kept rising and the company kept acquiring other
companies and everyone was getting richer on paper. Inevitably, the
company hit some severe speed bumps. The company became over-
leveraged, the business couldn’t sustain the needed pace of increased sales
and regulatory approvals, and the stock dropped by over 90 percent. 

What became apparent in hindsight is the senior executives had been
creating false demand for the stock in the market by creating this “gold
rush” on behalf of their employees. The employees were the gold rush
participants buying in and creating artificial demand for the stock. When the
company experienced setbacks and the market started punishing the stock, it
was the employees who got stuck holding the bag. Many of them suffered
severe losses to their net worth.
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These plans need to pass “the sniff test.” Is the discount being provided on
the stock price reasonable? Is the discount consistent with other similar
plans across the marketplace or across the industry? Is this plan structured
to survive a pullback in the company’s stock price or business plan? If not,
it makes a lot of sense to approach participation cautiously.

 Diversification is always key. Always. We will speak a number of times in
this book about the need for diversification in your investments and the
need to avoid single-stock risk as it pertains to your portfolio. Every stock
we own is going to provide some level of risk and volatility to your
portfolio and your net worth. The goal is to position you to become
financially independent and live the life that you want on your own terms,
regardless of your employment. 

Employee stock purchase plans are one of those areas where it can be
terribly enticing to participate in and even overuse a plan. This can create an
overexposure to a single stock within your portfolio, which, in turn, can
throw your risk tolerance out of proportion, causing you to have too much
of your net worth tied up in a single company. And, while diversification
doesn’t guarantee a profit or protect you from losing money, far too often, I
have watched clients overexpose their finances to individual companies and
suffer the consequences when those companies run into hard times and see
the stock prices plummet. 

Prudence is always key when managing these decisions. It can be quite
challenging (emotionally) to try to sell assets when the market is high.
There’s no excitement in selling out when the stock has risen hundreds of
percent. However, reducing that single stock risk, managing the risk in your
employer’s stock, and managing how much exposure you have to an ESPP
is an important part of
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managing the risk of your overall portfolio. It’s vital that your advisor has
experience working with these plans to successfully help you integrate your
personal planning goals with the opportunities associated with ESPPs. 

At the end of the day, your company plan may be quite stable. It may be
providing a 10 or 15 percent discount on the shares you’re buying and may
be doing a great job helping you grow your net worth alongside the
company’s success. You will just want to make sure you’re applying a
“sniff test” to the plan, and make sure the plan isn’t so lucrative that it just
can’t make it through the natural ups and downs of market and corporate
cycles because something’s fundamentally wrong with the structure. When
something seems too good to be true . . . it usually is!

 
Long-Term Care Insurance (LTCI)

More and more, long-term care insurance (LTCI) is an area we are seeing
companies provide access to through their corporate benefit plans. What
commonly happens with this kind of coverage is you pick up a premium for
LTCI, which you pay as long as you are employed with the company. Many
of these insurance companies will allow you to continue paying that
premium separate from the company if you leave employment. This can be
pretty enticing as the underwriting process is often streamlined, which
keeps the insurance company from asking too many questions (Note:
Remember what we discussed about “adverse selection” under the group
life insurance section above?). 

The bigger-picture challenge is the long-term care industry, which in my
view, is an absolute mess right now. Companies that have
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been writing this kind of insurance for long periods of time have often
severely mispriced the coverage. This miscalculation has prompted many,
wherever possible, to raise premiums on policyholders, many of whom have
been paying premiums for ten, fifteen, or twenty years or more. Now the
clients are in their seventies or eighties, and they’re far more likely to
actually need the insurance itself right when these companies are raising the
premiums on these customers—sometimes by more than 100 percent per
year. Because of this, it’s quite complex and frequently challenging to find
long-term care insurance carriers with whom I want my clients carrying
LTC insurance. 

There is an emerging area of long-term care insurance planning I think
provides a lot of logic and reason to the situation. This is a situation where
you’re using a life insurance product—it could be a permanent life
insurance product or an annuity—to provide the additional funds for long-
term care benefits down the road. It’s a way to avoid paying annual
premiums for a traditional long-term care policy that could end up being a
“use it or lose it” benefit with no remaining value if you pass away without
using the policy, which is how many long-term care insurance policies
work. Instead, if you have a permanent life insurance contract or an annuity
contract with an optional long-term care benefit, you receive not only the
standard policy death benefit for your beneficiaries, but you also have funds
available during your lifetime to cover qualified long-term care costs
(available to you at any point in your life). With the addition of long-term
care riders, which usually cost about 1 percent of the contract value, you
may have a guaranteed source of funds ranging anywhere from double—
even up to eight times—the amount of the upfront premium. If you don’t
end up needing the long-term care benefit of the policy during your lifetime,
there is usually a death benefit paid that may help offset the premiums you
paid up front. 
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How big a percentage of the net worth is appropriate to put toward the
long-term care benefit. The larger the net worth, the lower the
percentage ends up being.  
As the net worth climbs, the client may choose to self-insure a higher
percentage of that long-term care potential risk. 

Because we approach this from the perspective of making a one-time
investment versus paying a premium for the rest of your life, we may wait
for the client to be a bit older before pursuing the long-term care insurance
conversation with the client. That means we may wait until the client is in
their late fifties or early sixties before we go and buy the coverage. The
reason we wait is we’re waiting for the client’s net worth to continue to
climb so we can make an informed decision about the following. 

1.

2.

Say your net worth is $10 million, and we identify that the long-term care
risk cost is $750,000. You may simply choose to self-insure and not buy
insurance at all. That decision point is a lot different if you are closing in on
retirement, and your investable net worth is $2.8 million. You may want to
hedge all of that $750,000 of risk out of your portfolio by putting 4 to 5
percent of your net worth into a single premium LTCI product. Rather than
making a quick sale when you are younger and having me earn a
commission as a salesperson or as an agent for that product, I want to be
patient with you and strategically choose the right time to pick up that LTCI
based on the whole of your goals, potential net worth, etc. When we
determine how best to structure the policy as a percentage of your overall
net worth and cash flow, then we execute the plan. 
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Health Care Savings Accounts

Health care savings accounts are becoming a more and more popular
benefit. These plans warrant consideration because they often allow you to
put away funds on a before-tax basis for future medical costs or even non-
medical costs if left alone until age sixty-five. If you are in a high income
bracket, this can be another way to reduce some of your income tax burden
and put funds away for your future needs. 

Be careful when reviewing the plan not to put too much money into “use it
or lose it” structured plans. I would prefer a plan where the balance carries
over year to year and where you can choose investments for the invested
funds as your balance grows. Review this as an option to help curtail your
annual tax burden, fund your portion of your health insurance costs, and
stash funds for your future medical needs. Also, keep in mind the
requirements about how these funds can be accessed to ward off tax
penalties for non-qualified medical expenses. 

A number of companies, as you climb higher into the corporate suite, will
provide professional benefit plans where they provide reimbursement to
cover your legal expenses, accounting expenses, or financial planning
expenses. Make sure you are asking about these kinds of benefits when
you’re negotiating for a job, and make sure you’re using the benefit through
the year. Work with an advisor and estate planning attorney who have
experience in helping you maximize those benefits to update your legal
contracts, your wills, trusts, estate planning documents, etc. This can be a
valuable added benefit that can help offset the cost of building a team of
professionals around you to keep your financial plan on track.
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Your corporate benefit plan has been designed by your company to provide
basic benefits to all employees. It is important to integrate these various
benefits into your own personalized plan. It is not prudent to blindly accept
each benefit offered and assume that is all the thought you need to put into
it. Nor is it wise to ignore the company benefits and think you need to build
it all yourself. The fact is, you and your advisor should discuss each area of
your planning and develop your own plan to help meet your personal goals.
This may well require purchasing some coverages away from the company.
Your advisor needs to be an independent voice, not tied to one company’s
products, and able to shop your needs across a wide variety of companies
and products to get the tailored benefits you need to keep your personal plan
on track.
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Contact Us
We hope you have enjoyed this sample of A Business Class Wealth Vision. If the
information resonated with you, and you’d like to employ a comprehensive,
personalized approach for your retirement strategy, give Wayne Wagner Jr. and
Vizionary Wealth Management a call, and we’ll see what we can do together. 
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302-635-9400
wealthvision@vizionarywealth.com
11 Middleton Drive, Wilmington, DE 19808 


